A. ENLIGHTEN YOUR LIFE'S ATMOSPHERE DIFFUSER KIT
Mom's have a lot on their plates, and this diffuser kit will help them unwind. The high frequency of these essential oil blends will "open up" any room, while providing positive energy that emotionally cleanses the whole house.
#AUYG1921 WS $202.40 RT $289.14
#NZYG1921 WS $211.40 RT $302.00

B. ENGERY DIFFUSER BLEND KIT
Provide Mom with a natural pick-me-up! This Energy Diffuser Blend kit provides four different diffusing oils formulated to put energy back into any space. Now she can feel revitalized by infusing any space with the bright, fresh scents featured.
#AUYG1923 WS $40.40 RT $57.71
#NZYG1923 WS $42.20 RT $60.29

C. STARTER KIT FOR MOM
The perfect starter kit for mom! Includes Lavender Mailette for her skincare needs, Peppermint to relieve digestion, headaches, and stress, and Lemon which is an excellent household cleanser.
#AUYG1924 WS $47.20 RT $67.43
#NZYG1924 WS $49.30 RT $70.43

D. MOM'S PAMPERED POOCH!
A happy dog makes for a happy mom! Our Paw Essential Oil Necklace helps any canine buddy look and smell their best, while our Calming Mist keeps them relaxed and happy. Perfect for mom and her furry companion!
#AUYG1901 WS $36.00 RT $51.43
#NZYG1901 WS $37.50 RT $53.57

E. NATURE DIRECT REVITALIZER BUNDLE
This safe and affordable solution brings fresh air into children's rest and play areas, kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms, and living spaces. Helps reduce airborne allergens, bacteria, and pollutants in poorly ventilated rooms.
#AUYG1925 WS $80.90 RT $115.57
#NZYG1925 WS $84.50 RT $120.71
A. CHARMING LOCKET
Charm your mom with a stunning locket that will dress up any outfit. The Large Silver Diamond Dust Linkable Locket includes the Silver with Pearls Tassle for a finished look and is filled with the Silver Flower Screen, 3 Vanilla Pearl Charms, and the diamond-like April Birthstone Charm. Wear it with the chain provided with all lockets or swap it out to the lovely Silver Multifaceted Link Chain.  
#AUYG1932 | WS $53.90 RT $77.00  
#NZYG1932 | WS $56.30 RT $80.43

B. HEARTFELT LOCKET, CHARMS & CHAINS
Mom can add elegance to any look with our Large Matte Rose Gold Locket and Creamrose Pearl Charm - 3 pack. Plus, she can set the scene for these beautiful charms with the Medium Silver Flower Screen, while the Rose Gold Elongated Cable Chain (28”) is the perfect match for any locket.  
#AUYG1933 | WS $40.40 RT $57.71  
#NZYG1933 | WS $42.20 RT $60.29

C. GOLDEN SPARKLE
Give mom that special glow with our Intricate Gold Necklace—includes breathtaking glass pearls and wide chains that combine for the ultimate statement piece, and Infinity Stud Earrings with sparkling crystals.  
#AUYG1934 | WS $40.40 RT $57.71  
#NZYG1934 | WS $42.20 RT $60.29

D. SILVER SPARKLE
The Intricate Silver Necklace includes breathtaking glass pearls and wide chains for the ultimate statement piece! And mom will always treasure our Infinity Stud Earrings with sparkling crystals.  
#AUYG1935 | WS $40.40 RT $57.71  
#NZYG1935 | WS $42.20 RT $60.29

E. SAFE AND SECURE BEAUTY ESSENTIALS
Give mom her favorite beauty essentials with room to spare! Our Small Scarlett Antique Floral Multi-Functional Pouch keeps lipstick, cash, cards and more safe and secure—complements any handbag and versatile enough to carry on its own! Pink Myth Lipstick offers creamy, highly pigmented formulas that let her build the intensity of her favorite shade, while our Indigo Beaded Wrap and French Rose Beaded Wrap accessorize her arms in style.  
#AUYG1911 | WS $101.20 RT $144.57  
#NZYG1911 | WS $105.70 RT $151.00

F. ORGANIZED & ACCESSORIZED
This Mother’s Day, help mom organize with style. The Stella Antique Floral handbag offers easy organization with style, and our Rita Quilted Tan Wallet includes 18 card slots, a coin pocket, and storage space all other essentials (zip-around closure helps secure it all).  
#AUYG1905 | WS $141.70 RT $202.43  
#NZYG1905 | WS $148.00 RT $211.43

G. STYLISH STORAGE
The Anne Antique Floral Large Tote is the ideal multi-tasking solution, and the Ashley Antique Floral 3-in-1 clutch will keep her lipsticks, phone, keys and other essentials safe and secure.  
#AUYG1906 | WS $148.40 RT $212.00  
#NZYG1906 | WS $155.00 RT $221.43
A. ITALIAN PAIRING
Give mom a taste of Italy! Our Spiced Fig, Maple & Pear Balsamic is ideal for making salad dressings and marinades, desserts, and more. And the Italian Pinzimonio Olive Oil Mix helps create delectable dips that will be the hit of any party.
#AUYG1926 WS $40.40 RT $57.71
#NZYG1926 WS $42.20 RT $60.29

B. THAI PAIRING
It’s delicious Thai flavors the easy way! Our Thai Mix is the perfect addition to chicken or seafood (mild to medium spice). And Mango Apricot Strawberry Balsamic is ideal for making salad dressings and marinades, finishing fruit and cheese, dressing up her favorite desserts, and more.
#AUYG1927 WS $40.40 RT $57.71
#NZYG1927 WS $42.20 RT $60.29

C. FRENCH PAIRING
For the mom who loves the flavors of France. Our Spiced Fig, Maple & Pear Balsamic is ideal for making salad dressings and marinades, finishing fruit and cheese, dressing up her favorite desserts, and more. And our Garlic Mix is a pantry staple to help mom create some of her favorite savory dishes (little to no spice).
#AUYG1928 WS $40.40 RT $57.71
#NZYG1928 WS $42.20 RT $60.29

D. SOUTHERN PAIRING
Satisfy Mom’s southern flair! Mango Apricot Strawberry Balsamic is ideal for making salad dressings and marinades. And our Spicy Cajun Mix enhances everything from dips to Creole cooking (hot spice).
#AUYG1929 WS $40.40 RT $57.71
#NZYG1929 WS $42.20 RT $60.29

E. FOR THE FOODIE
From the sweet to the savory, mom will be queen of the kitchen with our Spiced Fig Maple Pear Balsamic red-wine vinegar, Downunder Gourmet Grill Rub, and delicious Garlic Mix.
#AUYG1931 WS $51.20 RT $73.14
#NZYG1931 WS $53.50 RT $76.43

F. LET’S BARBEQUE SET
Everything mom needs for meat and veggies. Downunder Gourmet Grill Rub and Onion Garlic Rub enhance any meat or vegetable. Southern Style Dry Rub is a must-have for her next cook-up, and the Roast Rub will make Sunday night that much more special.
#AUYG1930 WS $33.70 RT $48.14
#NZYG1930 WS $35.20 RT $50.29

H. BE THE CHANGE COFFEE CHOCOLATE CRÈME
Our guilt-free, Chocolate flavored Ground Coffee (Youngevity Be The Change) satisfies mom and helps the world. All profits from all Be The Change Coffee support our family of charities, including the Make-A-Wish Foundation. And with our Get One, Give One pricing, now just $15.00 for two 12 oz bags!
#AUYG1914 WS $21.60 RT $30.86
#NZYG1914 WS $22.60 RT $32.29
MOTHER’S DAY LAYOUTS
Perfect for the creative, do-it-yourself mom who loves keeping memories alive. Designer cardstock, border strips, stackable stickers, and foam mounting squares will help her preserve photos in albums, custom journal cards, and more.

- Floral Flourish by Katie Pertiet Designer Cardstock
- Floral Flourish by Katie Pertiet Pocket Border Strips
- Springtime by Lauren Hinds 2” Border Strips
- Springtime Stackable Stickers by Lauren Hinds
- Foam Mounting Squares

#AUYG1916  WS $47.25  RT $67.50  
#NZYG1916  WS $49.25  RT $70.50